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Preface 
This publication is a compilation of papers presented at the Second Space Station Evolution 
Symposium: "Beyond the Baseline 1991" from August 6 - 8, 1991. The symposium was structured 
as a forum to discuss the current status and future plans for Space Station Freedom (SSF). The 
primary purpose of the gathering was to review the plans and progress in ensuring a baseline design 
with the flexibility to accommodate a broad range of potential utilization demands and to effectively 
incorporate technology advances over the lifetime of the facility. The timing of the conference was 
chosen at the critical juncture between completion of the Delta Preliminary Design k?v ie~ fs  and the 
Program Critical Design Reviews. 
The plenary papers describe the current status of the restructured Space Station Freedom design, the 
plans of the international partners, and future utilization of the facility. Related programs i11 advanced 
technology and space transportation are also discussed. 
The technical sessions represent the results of tasks funded by Level I Space Station Engineering in 
Advanced Studies and Advanced Development. The charts presented are amplified here by facing 
page text. The work was accomplished in fiscal years 1990 and 1991 and was presented by those in 
government and industry who performed the tasks. 
The results of SSF Advanced Studies provide a road map for the evolution of Freedom in terms of 
user requirements, utilization and operations concepts, and growth options for distributed systems. 
Regarding these specific systems, special attention is given to: highlighting changes made during 
restructuring; description of growth paths through the follow-on and evolution phases; identification of 
minimum-impact provisions to allow flexibility in the baseline, and identification of enhancing and 
enabling technologies. 
The activities under Advanced Development and Engineering Prototype Development (EPD) are 
targeted to improve the functionality and performance of baseline systems, thus providing options to' 
the program which reduce schedule and technical risks. These applications have the potential to 
improve flight and ground system productivity, reduce power consumption and weight, and prevent 
technological obsolescence. Products of these tasks include: "Engineering" fidelity demlonstrations 
and evaluations of advanced technology; detailed requirements, performance specifications, and 
design accommodations for insertion of advanced technology, and mature technology, tools, and 
applications for SSF flight, ground, and information systems. 
Dr. Earle K. Huckins, Ill 
Director; Space Station Engineering 
Office of Space Flight 
NASA Headquarters 
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Restructured Space Station Freedom Program 
meets Ob 
Meets Cost Guidelines 
Man-Tended Capability Meets 
All Objectives 
- Microgravity Labor ator y 
-- 13 kW Users 
-- 15 User Rack Locations 
- Reduced Size and Complexily 
- Simplified Assembly 
Permanently Manned Capability 
Balances Cost with Capabilities 
- Ability to Expand Lile Sciences 
- Accommodates Crew of 4 and ACRV 
- Capability to Grow lo Crew of 8,75 kW 
Power 
I Man Tended Configuration (MTC) 
Permanently Manned Configuration (PMC) 
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Options Enabling Mission Acquire Science & Engineering Decisions Data,Test Critical Systems & 
* Opportunities in Propulsion, Technologies 
Power, & Robotics Select landing sites 
Human Performance Capability 
* Define Environment in Which 
Spacecraft & Crews Must Function 
4 Permit Safe, Productive Long Life Science Research Program 
) Duration Stays for Humans in Space Technology Development Test Bed 
Earth to orbit transportation 
* New Launch System 
-. 
Provide Understanding of Issues, Operations Experience Base Capabilities, & Limits Associated with 
Zero-G & Artificial-G Space Flight Possible LEO Transportation Node 
Office 0% Aeronautics, Exploration and Technoloav d 
Bartios3OEXP Top 20-2 7130191 Vpr 613 27-91 










EVA (Surface) 
- Evolve planetary EVA systems to maximize productive EVA time through enhanced crew 
performance, more efficient portable life support functions, and improved durability, 
reliability, and maintainability 
- Validate surface EVA systems using developed lunar and Mars test-beds 
Human Factors 
- Use analog facilities (e.g., Antarctica base, undersea habitat) to develop systems and 
procedures that will establish a physical, psychological and sociological climate 
favorable to crew living and work environments 
- Verify approaches using habitat and transfer vehicle simulation facilities 
- Use Space Station Freedom and lunar outpost as validation test-beds 
Advanced Medical Care 
- Develop in-flight and ground-based support systems to provide remote medical care in 
event of injury or illness 
- Verify and validate systems using STS, SSF, lunar missions and analogs (Antarctica) 
Planetary Protection 
- Define the potential threats of planetary forward and back contamination 
- Develop, validate, and perform operational tests of protection equipment and procedures 
- Define and develop flight hardware for planetary protection management on Mars robotic 
and human missions 
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology d 
YPeacNSpace Slation Requiremens 8/2/91 Ver. 15-31-91 
i 

Objectives 
Support life sciences research and technology verification activities required for the 
Space Exploration Initiative 
Maintain the design flexibility to support on-orbit processing of lunar and Mars 
spacecraft 
Strategy 
Identify architecture independent requirements on SSF to support SEI and define 
corresponding program 
- Primarily R&D activities (Life Sciences and technology verification) 
I 
- Supports continued development of §SF into a life sciences and technology 
test-bed configuration by 2004 
Continue a broad research program which maintains Space Station Freedom 
development options to support architecture specific roles 
- Includes transportation node (vehicle processing) activities 
- Supports continued development of §SF into a transportation node by 2007 if 
needed while minimizing near-term costs 
Focus near-term efforts on advanced studies and long lead time advanced 
development for selected technologies , 
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology 
Barriis2/PeacNSSF Evolutiorv' SEI Update 7B1191 Ver.lU-30-91 
Content - 
Space Station Freedom augmentations for life sciences and 
R&T to support to SEI 
- Systems definition and integration studies 
- Additional habitation module for increased crew size 
- Increased power through addition of high-efficiency power generation 
systems (e.g., solar dynamic) 
- Subsystem upgrades associated with adding power (thermal, utility 
distribution, etc.) 
- Advanced technology development 
Space Station Freedom augmentations to provide SEI 
transportation node 
- Additional structure for attaching facilities 
I - Advanced suit and second airlock for increased EVA 
= Lunar Transfer Vehicle accommodations facility 
- Cargo Transfer Vehicle accommodations (option) 
- Advanced propulsion 
rn to reduce EVA requirements 
Bariws21PeacNSSF EvolutioM SEI Upd 
ologg, 
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National Space Launch Strategy 
a. The National Space Launch Strategy is composed of four elements: 
(1) Ensuring that existing space launch capabilities, including support facilities, are 
sufficient to meet U.S. Government manned and unmanned space launch needs. 
(2) Developing a new unmanned, but man-rateable, space launch system to greatly 
improve national launch capability with reductions in operating costs and 
- 
improvements in launch system reliability, responsiveness, and mission performance. 
0 
h) 
(3) Sustaining a vigorous space launch technology program to provide cost effective 
improvements to current launch systems, and to support development of advanced 
launch capabilities, complementary to the new launch system. 
(4) Actively considering commercial space launch needs and factoring them into 
decisions on improvements in launch facilities and launch vehicles. 
b. These strategy elements will be implemented within the overall resource and 
policy guidance provided by the President. 
2356 
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Std ET Common Core 
ome (Same as LN2 Fwd Dome) 
Avionics/ 
Payload 
Adapter 
Add AvionicsJPayload Adapter Fwd Skirt 
for Engine Module Attach 
Modify Feedline Outlet Aft Skirt 
Engine 
Module 
Add Aft Skirt Engine 
Separation 
Add Engine Module Plane 
Aft Skirt 
, i  
s Engine 
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l  
I 
Hold-Down Fitting 
- 
1.5 Stage Driven NLLV Driven Applicable to Both Vehicles 
1809 
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Space Transfer Vehicle Concepts 
Lunar Orbit Injection1 
Trans-Earth Injection 
5 Stage 
Common Hardware Development 

Mars Transportation Options 
Aerobrake 
Aerobrake for 
Mars Lsndlng 
Only 
Cryogenicltlerobrake Reference CryogeniclAll Propulsive Nuclear Themal Propulsion 
Configuration Configuration 
Ion Thrusters 
Nuclear ~lectric- Propulsion Gas Core Nuclear 
Configuration Reactor Configuration 
1815 
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COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE PROGRAM SUMMARY - 1991 
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SPACE POWER 
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I SPACE PROPULSKIN 
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SfRUCTURES 
SUPERCONDUCTORS AND ELECTRO-OPTICAL MATERIALS-OPTICAL SCANNERS, SATELLrrE COMPONENTS 
IUETALS, ALLOYS, CERAMCS AND GLASSES-SOLAR DYNAMICS, NUCLEAR SYSTEMS, TURBINES, NOZZLE 
CQMPONEHTS 
UECTRONICS, WMABUNICATIONS-GOMPUTERS, SEMICONDUCTORS 
THIN FILM GROWTHAND MATERIALS PURIFICATIOKSLECTRONICS, MAGNETIC DEVICES, COMPUTER 
CIRCUITS 
FL'W, EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES--SPACE STRUCTURES 
PROCESSED RE.w.TE SENSING INFORMATION-FORESTRY, FISHERIES, AGRICULTURE 
REMOTE SENSING SENSOR AND DISPLAY APPLICATIONS-COASTAL PLANNING, CROP STRESS, MINING 
COMMERCIAL APPLICAYON OF REMOTE SENSING DATA 
UNDERSTANDING OF CELL FUNCTIONS FOR DISEASE TREATMENT-OSTEOPOROSIS, GROWTH SYSTEM 
PHARMACEmCAL, HEALTH CARE OR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
CRYSTAL GROWTH FOR USE IN NEW PHARMACEUTICALS OR BIOTECHNOLOGY 
AWOMATION AND ROBOTICS--DEXTEROUS ROBOT HANDS, INTELLIGENT, FLEXIBLE AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 
SENSOR AND AUTOMAVED MANIPULAVON TECHNOLOGY FOR HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS-WUCLEAR 
WASTE CLEAN UP, MINING 
COMMERCIAL SPACE POWER SYSTEMS-MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION, SPACE STATION FREEDOM 
AUGNENTATION . ' 
ALTERNATIVE SPACE PROPULSION TECHNOLOGIES 
1 TOTAL 
7E THAN W E  CCbS 
OFFICE OF 
COMMERCIAL 
PROGRAMS 
S SUCCESSFUL N PHASE 1 
FY 1986 
INSTITUTIONS 
TOTAL FUNDING 
$5.5M 
INSTITUTIONS 
TOTAL FUNDING 
OTHERSTATEANDFEDERAL 
INSTITUTIONS $69.6M*; (81%) 
$51 M TOTAL FUNDING 
$85.6M 
NASA FUNDS, LEVERAGED BY INDUSTRY, UNIVERSITY, AND OTHER S'TATE AND FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS, 
HAVE YIELDED MANY ACCOMPLIWMENTS: 61 INDUSTRY-DRIVEN TECHNOLOGIES ARE BEING DEVELOPED 
TO DETERMINE COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
--. 238 INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS - 1,089 DROP TUBEIDROP TOWER EXPERIMENTS COMPLETED 
- 72 UNIVERSITV RELATIONSHIPS - 81 LEARIKC-135 FLIGHTS COMPLETED 
---- 59 PATENTS IN PROCESS - 10 SHUTTLE FLIGHT TESTS COMPLETED SINCE RESUMPTION 
- 865 PUBLICATIONS TQ DATE ----- 19 SOUNDING ROCKET FLIGHT TESTS COMPLETED 
- 280 PUBLICA"TONS IN WORK -- 64 HARDWARE SYSTEMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT FOR FLIGHT TEST 
----- 14 SPINBFF COMPANIESIFPRODUCTS 
- 44 TECHNOLOGIES BEING USED BY INDUSTRY 
"NgTE: /NCL bl&rES IN-KIND SERVlCES 
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OFFICE OF 
POLYMER COMPOSITES GLOBAL TROSOPHERIC CARBON MONOXIDE 
PLASMA PARTICLUFILM GENERATION MEASUREMENTS 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANES AUTOMATED MICROGRAVITY MATERIALS PROCESSING 
PROCESSING AUTONOMOUS RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING 
SOLUTION CRYSTAL GROWTH 
FLOAT ZONE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH . . 
MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY-SEMICONDUCTORS AND 
- CASE WETERN MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY-SEMICONDUCTORS, GaAlAs 
W 
w MATERIALS EXPOSURE - BASIC 
MATERIALS EXPOSURE - APPLIED MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY-SUPERCONDUCTORS AND 
MATERIALS EXPOSURE - ADVANCED 
MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY-HIGH TEMP 
SUPERCONDUCTOR AND GaAlAs 
LOW TEMPERATURE SOLIDIFICATION 
DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION-CDTE . 
CHEMICAL VAPOR TRANSPORT OF CDTE 
LIQUID  ENCAPSULATE^ MELT ZONE . 
COMMERCIAL SOLUTION GROWTH FACILITY PENN STA TE LIGHT STIMULUS 
BONE DENSITOMETRY 
EGG INCUBATOR 
GENERIC BlOPROCESSlNG APPARATUS PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EXPERIMENT 
AUTONOMOUS BIOMEDICAL TEST APPARATUS 
MIGRO-ORGANISMIC REACTOR COMMERCIAL ELECTROPHORESIS PROGRAM IN SPACE 
CENTRIFUGAL FLUIDS MANAGEMENT 
PLANT GROWTH APPARAWUS 
BIOSEWVE MATERIALS DISPERSIBN APPAR6a"hCLS 
66-2742 (page 1 of 3) 8/5/91 
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OFFICE OF 
COMM ERClAL 
COMMERC GHT PROJECT 
PROGRAMS THROUGH F SCAL YEAR 1992 
HARDWARE LAUNCH 
FLIGHT PAYLOAD AVAI LA €31 LITY DATE 
STS-42 BATTELLEY INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE OCT 1989 JAN 1992 
AMOCO PROCESSING" 
UAB PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH * AUG 1988 
3M GELATION OF SOLS" JAN 1991 
JSCIAUTOMETRIC ELECTRONIC STILL PHOTOGRAPHY - DTO" 
- - - - -- - 
STS-45 BAnELLUAMOCO INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE OCT 1989 MAR 1992 
PROCESSING" 
BOEING 
UAB 
CRYSTALS BY VAPOR TRANSPORT 
EXPERIMENT " 
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH" 
- 
OCT 1991 
SEPT 1991 
-- -- -- 
APR 1992 
--. 
P 
JOUST-02 BAnELLElAMOCO INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE OCT 1989 MAY 1992 
PROCESSING" 
POLYMER COMPOSITE CURING" 
UAHIMDSSC ELECTRODEPOSITION" 
UAHIKENNAMETAL POWERED METAL SINTERING" 
UAHKHIOKOL POLYMER FOAM" 
THIOKOL THIN FILMS* 
BIOSERVE GENERIC BlOPROCESSlNG APPARATUS" 
PENN. STATE UNIVIGENENTECH BIOMODULE" 
U AH/(ITA) MATERIALS DISPERSION APPARATUS" 
APR 1990 
FEB 1989 
FEB 1989 
FEB 1989 
FEB 1989 
APR 1990 
OCT 1989 
FEB 1989 
STS-50 BATTELLWAMOCO ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH* DEC 1991 JUNE 1992 
INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE OCT 1989 
PROCESSING 
UAB PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH" AUG 1988 
WISCONSIN ASTROCULTURE" DEC 1991 
BPOSERVE GENERIG BIOPROCESSING APPARATUS" SEPT "191 
UAHnELEDYNE BROWN CONCAP-4 DEC 1991 
* ASSIGNED 
** FLIGHT COMPLETED 
N Q X :  SHb/mL E FLlGHP DATES ARE BASED QN IIRANIFEST F"LANNlrJG ON 6/28/91 CC-23 138 (page 2 of 3) 8/2/9 1 
OFFICE OF 
COMMERCIAL 
COMMERC GHT PROJECT 
PfioGRAMs THROUGH F SCAL YEAR 1992 
STS-46 CASE WESTERN LIMITED DURATION CANDIDATE 
MATERIALS E)(POSURE (3)" 
UAHILOS ALAMOS NATL LABS CONCAP-2" 
UAHRELEDYNE BROWN CONCAP-3" 
DEC 1991 
DEC 1991 
JUN 1992 
UAB PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH" AUG 1988 AUG 1992 
STS-52 UAB PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH AUG 1988 
PENN STATE UNIVIGENENTECH PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EXPERIMENT APR 1990 
UAHllTA MATERIALS DISPERSION APPARATUS AUG 1990 
BIOSERVE GENERIC BlOPROCESSlNG APPARATUS . SEPT 1991 
BATELLUAMOCO INVESTIGATIONS INTO POLYMER MEMBRANE OCT 1989 
PROCESSING 
UAHILOS ALAMOS NATL LABS CONCAP-2 DEC 1991 
CASE WESTERN LIMITED DURATION CANDIDATE MATERIALS DEC 1991 
EXPOSURE 
SEP 1992 
- -p - 
COMET-01 BIOSERVE 
UAHIITA 
UAH 
PENN STATE 
CASE WESTERN 
UAB + 
ERlM 
AUTONOMOUS BIOMEDICAL TEST APPARATUS 
PLANT GROWTH APPARATUS 
MATERIALS DISPERSION APPARATUS 
NON-LINEAR OPTICAL MATERIALS 
ATOMIC OXYGEN 
BlOMODULE 
MATERIALS LABORATORY-2 
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH 
AUTONOMOUS RENDEZVOUS DOCKING 
JUNE 1991 SEPT 1992 
' A S S I G N E D  
** FLIGHT COMPLETED 
NOTE: SHUTTLE FLIGHT DATES ARE BASED ON MANIFEST PLANNING ON 6/28/91 CC-23139 (page 3 of 3) 8/2/91 
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OFFICE OF 
COMMERCIAL 
PROGRAMS 
CE OF COMMERC AL PROGRAMS 
SPACE STAT ON FREEDOM PAYLOADS 
PAYLOAD 
3M CORPORATION 
BATTELLE 
B ATTELLE 
BATTELLE 
BIOSERVE 
BIOSERVE 
BIOSERVE 
BIOSERVE 
BOEING 
CLARKSON 
CLARKSON 
CLARKSON 
CASE WESTERN 
OCP 
PENN STATE 
PENN STATE 
TEXAS A&M 
TEXAS A&M 
UNBIRMINGHAM 
UNHUNTSVILLE 
UNHUNTSVILLE 
VANDERBILT 
VANDERBILT 
W!SCONS!N 
LBSE 
lSEM 
EPBP 
WSFSV 
OPP 
FZCG 
BZCG 
IPS 
MICRO 
TEMPO 
BITE 
GBR 
VTF 
CZCG 
SCG 
MGF 
SMEF 
XRD 
USCEPS 
PSE 
PEMCELL 
MMC 
PCG 
MPS 
VTPF 
CEC 
TPM 
BWS 
PAYLOAD 
ORGANIC AND POLYMER PROCESSING 
FLOAT ZONE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
BATTELLE ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
INVESTIGATIONS OF POLYMER STRUCTURES 
MODULE FOR INTEGRATED CELL RESEARCH IN ORBIT 
TEST MODULE FOR PLANTSIORGANICS 
BIOMEDICAL ISOMORPHISMS TEST EQUIPMENT 
GENERIC BIOPROCESSING RACK 
VAPOR TRANSPORT FURNACE 
CLARKSON ZEOLITE CRYSTAL GROWTH 
SOLUTION CRYSTAL GROWTH 
MELT GROWTH FURNACE 
SPACE MATERIALS EVALUATION FACILITY 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
U.S. COMMERCIAL ELECTROPHORESIS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS 
PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE FUEL CELL 
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES 
PROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH 
MATERIALS PROCESSING SYSVM 
VAPOR T RANSPORT PROCESSING FURNACE 
CONVECTIVE EFFECTS IN CASTING 
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES MEASUREMENTS 
B!OREGENERAT!VE WATER SYSTEM 
CASE WESTERN LONG DURAnION SPACE EXPERIMENTS 
9TA BTA S"6NBARD1ZED EXPERIMEN"TFIIQDU%E 
UnENNESSEUCASP E%EC"FRIC PROPULSION ORBITAL PLAFFORM 
UIHOUSTON WAKESHIELD FAClb IV  SERVICE VEHICLE 
CC-2746 8/2/91 
OFFICE OF 
COMMERCIAL SPACE STATION FREEDOM PAYLOAD HERITAGE 
PROGRAMS 
PRECURSOR FLIGHTS 
CDApp: QTATION FREEDOFWI PAYLOAD w &  O w &  &a ""191 1992 1993 I Q ~ L Q  1 3 3 ~  4 a n n  1995 4 nnc 
Zeolite Crystal Growth (ZCG) 
Battelle 
. : Kidney dialysis, radioactive waste cleanup, 
. moco Chemical Co., DuPont, Intek, 
Teledyne Brown 
Protein Crystal Growth (PCG) 
-.. UAB 
u=l 
h) . : Human gamma-interferon, isocitrate lyase 
. hering-Plough, Burroughs Wellcome, 
, Genentech, Vertex, SmithKline & French, 
Upjohn, Eli Lilly, Eastman Kodak, Biocryst, Space 
Industries, Inc. 
Bioregenerative Water System (BWS) 
WSCAR 
-a : Controlled plant growth environments, 
water regeneration for space application 
Affiliates: Quantum Devices, Inc., Phytofarms of 
America, lnc,. Automated Agriculture Assoc., Inc. 
I 
Legend: @ - Middeck - SpaceHablSpaceLab; a - Space Station Freedom; - Sounding Rocket; - Gas Can 
CC-2664 (page 1 ) 5/24/9 1 
Module for Integrated Cell Research In Orbit (MICRO) 
Bioserve 
. : Membrane formation, crystal growth, cell 
cultures, organism growth 
Affiliates: Alaza, Ball, Boeing, Central Biomedia, DuPont, 
Ornni Data, Juvenile Diabetes Foundation A 
OFFICE OF ADVANTAGES OF SPACE STATION FREEDOM 
COMMERCIAL 
PROGRAMS FOR COMMERC AL PAYLOADS 
- 27 user racks available for U.S. payloads at PMC 
Adequate power levels to support commercial payloads 
Adequate G-levels to support commercial payloads 
Payloads can operate on Space Station during 
untended periods - free flyer environment 
Crew presence during Shuttle visits for sample 
changeout, payload deployment, and/or repair 
Potential of external attached payloads pre-integrated 
into truss structure for long-duration operations 
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NTEGRA'TED TRAFF C MODEL 
CONCLUDED 
RISK BASED FIRE SAFETY 
HYDROGEN MASER CLOCK OPTICAL COMM. FLIGHT EXP. 
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROP. EXP. 
SPATIAL PERCEPWON 
AUDITORY REFLEX EXP. 
ERNAL INSTEP QUANTIZED VORTEX STRUCT IN He 
SISTOJET EXP DEBRIS MAPPING SENSOR AND MANAGEMENT 
CODE 9 RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT 
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FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
Program Content Guided by a Series of Focused Studies 
The content of the Advanced Development Program and subsequent Engineering Prototype 
Development activity has been guided by a series of focused studies. These studies Started with 
the report of the Advanced Development Task Force led by Ray Hook in 1988. An outline of issues 
relating to Automation, Data Systems and Telerobotics was projected for Space Station. 
N Subsequent studies built upon and reanirmed a focus on development and prototyping of 
g Automation Technology for subsystem monitoring and problem diagnosis, Data System grovvlh to 
accommodate more sophisticated automation, and use of Telerobotics technology to assist in the 
reduction of required EVA and IVA task time. 
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FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
Approach 
The approach for Engineering Prototype Development is to evaluate technologies for selected flight and 
ground systems via focused studies and subsystem evaluations. An imporCant aspect in deciding on 
focus for the work is developing programmatic relationships with other NASA offices and Government 
agency research and technology development programs. OIten the expertise for understanding the 
approach or application of an advanced system requires teaming of technologists and operations or 
user organizations. Building such teams is an important aspect in assuring effective technology 
transfer. As has been oRen stated, technology transfer is a "body contact sport" requiring close working 
relationships to do it successfully. 
Each application or prototype is unique in the mix of conventional and advanced techniques. It is 
incumbent on the task team to decide on the appropriate mix of these techniques in developing a 
prototype that realislically lakes the Space Sation resource and opratlonal environment inlo 
consideration. As such, transition and implementation issues are addressed early. 
Developing an n developing suecessful 
protowpes and evaluating syaems. Demsnstratlng the prolotyps on high fidelity testbeds and 
performing operational evaluations with technologist, engineering and operations personnel involved is 
innpemtive in evaluating the success or progress of a protowpe development. Bnc%uded in the approach 
Ts documenting pedormance requirements and design a~eornmodalions for technology irnse~ion and 
inapsementation in the SSF baseline systems. 
0
 
ij cn s; La- 
FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opmeni 
Products and Benefits 
As a result Engineering Prototype and Development tasks provide high fidelity demonstrations and 
evaluation of candidate applications using advanced technology where appropriate. The SSF 
program is provided with an understanding of requirements, performance specifications and 
design accommodations required for improving the functionality or performance of monitoring and 
diagnostics or operations of a system. In addition, a level of maturity in technology, tools and 
applications can be demonstrated for S F  flight and ground systems so that informed decisions 
can be made in the application of technology on the Program. 

FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
Tasks evaluated for their potential to 
As with any activity of this nature, there is always more work to do than resources to apply. In 
addition, it is necessary on a periodic basis to evaluate or prioritize new projects which are candidate 
additions. We have developed a set of criteria, along with a process for evaluating and prioritizing the 
work in Engineering Prototype Development. The process involves weighted criteria and subjective 
elements. 

FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
WBS Structure 
The four areas of Engineering Prototype Development include: 
Flight and Ground Systems which is focused on providing prototype monitoring and diagnostic 
systems. 
SSF Data Systems which focuses on characterizing baseline DMS performance, growth options, and 
evaluation of candidate DMS user interfaces. 
Advanced Software Engineering which is developing tools methodologies to support the design, 
development and maintenance of advanced software applications. 
Telerobotic Systems which is focused on providing hardware and software technologies to improve 
operator-telerobot interfaces and to enhance telerobotic control. 

FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
Flight and Ground Systems 
Advanced automation applications are being developed to make S F  flight and ground systems 
more reliable. The approach relies heavily on Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) 
methods and provides a range of support in system-status monitoring, safeing and 
reconfiguration. A mix of conventional and Knowledge-Based System (KBS) techniques is used 
and each application provides a powerlul user interlace to supporl advisovy mode interactions. 
The primary benefits are increasd systems reliability through improved systems monitoring, 
enhanced fault detection and isolation capabilities, and increased productivity for Mission 
Control Center (MCC) personnel and SSF crew members. 
Application prototypes are being developed for selected S F  distributd systems and control 
centers. Intelligent FDIR advisory systems already have been developed and demonstrated in 
support of Shunle flight operations. 
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FREEDOM 
Engineering Prototype Deve opment 
Data Systems 
The computer and network architectures of the SSF Data Management System (DMS) are being 
analyzed to provide increased performance and reliability and to determine long-range growth 
requirements. Additionally, advanced mission planning and scheduling tools are being developed and 
demonstrated for use onboard, as well as on the ground. 
Advanced DMS architectures are being evaluated with respect to : existing and proposd uni- and 
multiprocessors; network, protocol and connectivity options; and system management software. In 
addition, DMS interface options and computer hardware and software interfaces are being evaluated on 
Shunle flights to resolve user interface problems. 
The development of planning and scheduling systems using Ada-based KBS sollware tools should 
result in improved productivity and reducd somare lifecycle costs. The Computer-aided Planning 
and Scheduling System (COMPASS) interactive scheduling tool, which includes optimization 
techniques is being used to Judge the validity of shorl-term plan event execution. There Is significant 
potential for using COMPAS on a variety of ground- and flight-based resource and event schduling 
applications. 
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Comparison of Aviation and Space Deve opment 
Wrlght 
Brothers 
Total value of aircraft 
sales, productlservices, 
air transportation NASAIDOD R&D 
Worldwide Avlatlon Transportation 
--------- 
I NACNNASNDOD Government Flnanced Research & Bevelo~ment 
1950 201 0 2030 2050 
NASAIDOD Government Flnanced Research & Development 
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Evolution of Space Sration Freedom is ju saed  for reasons which vary &om more effedvely u g the m w e d  base to providing a 
means for incorporating new technologies as they come become available. Increasing or, more importantly, balancing the resources 
that are provided to the users is very critical to effectively utilizing the station. At permanently manned phase of the program, there 
will be four crew members that will be supporting and monitoring laboratories. Accepted user mission databases have shown a 
demand for more crew, power, and volume than is provided by the baseline. As the work done in space by NASA continues to 
expand, the station will take a more active role in the missions. New functionalities for its operation and support of other missions 
will be required. One important driver for growth, particularly in the area of structures, is the inability of the baseline codiguration to 
store a l l  the ORU spares that will be required on-orbit. New technologies drive growth by providing a means of streamlining 
operations and possibly reducing the demand on EVA. They will also ensure that the station does not become plagued with obsolete 
equipment. 
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Critl~al Evolution Weeg~irements 
Since the ISPDR, the evolution requirements contained within the PRD have been reduced from 45 to six. The six critical 
requirements are as follows: 1) the ability to increase the total power generation and distribution capability of the station, and the 
ability to distribute growth power to the baseline elements; 2) the ability to increase the Thermal Control System heat rejection 
capacity commensurate with power growth; 3) the ability to increase data processing, transfer, and storage capability of the Data 
Management System; 4) the ability of the station to accommodate an advanced Extravehicular Mobility Unit; 5) the ability to 
augment the transverse boom with growth structure; and, 6 )  the ability to add pressurized volume. When considered during the 
initial design process, these six requirements will provide a basic flexibility for Space Station Freedom to evolve, independent of the 
specific evolution path (e.g., SEI, expanded R&D, etc.). 



Ekctrlcal Power *stem Gr~Mkr 
The requirement for power generagion states that the station shall allow for evolution to a cap&iiity of 150 kW orbitai average power. 
This growth power level resulted from multiple utilization analysis iteratiom using varying allocation assumptions. The requirement 
that the Power Management and Distribution (PMAD) design shall allow for the distriiution of growth power (power generated by 
additional power modules brought to orbit during the buildup toethe evolution phase) to the baseline loads will be added by directive 
to the PRD. This requirement was inadvertently dropped from the CR during the final editing process. 
Replication or retrofit of the baseline EPS hardware (i.e., MBSUs, power modules, SPDAs, etc.) constitutes the minimum impact 
approach of achieving the growth power generation and distribution requirement. Installation of the associated growth electrical 
utility lines can be defened until they are needed for distributing growth power. Deferral of these two aspects of the EPS growth is 
necessary because of the weight associated with the equipment and the current state of the baseline weight allocations. 
The Solar Alpha Rotary Joint provides the following three functions: 1) sun tracking rotational movement of the PV arrays; 2) 
structural load transfer between the inboard and outboard buss members, and; 3) t~ansfer of 160 VDC power and 1553B data across 
the Alpha Joint. Increased load transfer capability could be attained by replacement or retrofit of the SARJ trundle bearing packages, 
and, subsequently, the drive motors and Rotary Joint Motor Controllers s). The hpact  on non-OR?J components of this 
method of structural upgrade is currently being investigated. Power and data are transferred across the alpha joint by means of the 
Utility Transfer Assembly (UTA), which is an ORU. The baseline UTA design contains 18 power "roll rings9' (4,4 wire channels) 
and 24 data "roll rings9'. The minimum impact approach to power and data transfer upgrades would entail changeout of the baseline 
UTA with the UTA designed previous to Restructuring (24 power roll rings and 48 data roll rings), A study is underway which 
addresses the details of the evolution requirements for the SARJ and the means of satisfying them. 

Eie~=lrlcaB Psswsr System GroWk: (Cont.) 
A "growth" inertia requitement is being levied upon the design of the drive system. Analysis is underway to determine whether the 
equipment to be located outboard of the alpha joints during the evolution phase of the station has inertia properties that exceed the 
capability of the motors. The rotation capability can be upgraded by replacing the drive motors and RJRlCs, as was presented on the 
previous chart. However, the design-limiting factor of this upgrade is the load carrying capability of the race bull gear, which, as an 
integral part of the bearing assembly structure, is not an orbital replaceable unit (ORU). Similarly, replacing or adding trundle 
packages on-orbit will allow for greater load transfer, but could also cause the race ring and "skirt" (non-ORU) to buckle. 
There are several potential impacts to the baseline that result from these minimum impact solutions, although the degree of impact 
varies. One impact that is common across all distributed systems is reserving volume/access for growth hardware. A prime example 
of this impact is the identification of volume required for additional or upgraded 1Ml8SUs (required because there is a minimal number 
of spare RBIs within the baseline configuration). Placement of the electrical utility lines associated with the growth of the EPS will 
need to be identified. As a result of being a nokORU, the SARJ bearing assembly, which consists of the skirt, race ring, ribs, 
T-rings, and hubs, will need to be sized for growth loads. 

Thermal Control Systerea, GPaWh 
The inknt of the gowth 'l"hema1 Cone01 System VCS) r ment is to emuhe that the desim of the system atlows for upgrading 
the heat rejection capability consistent with the increased heat loads g e n e r a  by the power system, crew, and equipment during the 
evolution phase. An initial assessment of the endpoint heat rejection capability during the evolution phase results in a growth load of 
= 165 kW. 
Placement of "growth" radiators on the station has been severely constrained as a result of the the Pre-Integrated Truss (PIT) design 
which came out of restructuring. The location of the h4T prohibits growth of radiators in the +X direction, and the PIT prevents 
growth in the +/- Y direction. The option of extending the radiators in the -X direction at the current baseline location is being 
investigated. 
The minimum @act approach to increasing the capabilities of this system consists of ORU replacement and retrofit of the TCS 
equipment (ie., pump module assembly, thermal radiator rotary joint, radiator panels). One "brute force" option that is under 
consideration would place growth radiators and equipment on growth structure. The specific details of the options available are 
currently being investigated through an advanced study at JSC. The main potential impact to the baseline is, once again, preserving 
volume for the growth equipment and structure. 

Pressurized Volume GroWh 
The hei i t  of t r " i  i ~ L 2 ~ ~ 1 i i  is erfiiiie that the Spa= S t d ~ f t  desigr? d ~ w s  for &IS e q ~ n s i o n  ~f &I: m-odiIre pattern via laborafories, 
habitats, resource nodes, airlocks, ACRVs and log modules. The need for this requirement is driven by the results from numerous 
utilization analyses based upon accepted user mission data. 
The minimum impact approach to implementing growth of the module pattern would defer the work until post-EMC. This is true not 
only for the pressurized canisters, but also the common berthing mechanisms and utilities required for installation of the elements. 
The critical impact to the baseline design is the reservation of volume, both internal and external, for the elements and supporting 
utility lines. More specifically, for the elements, node ports need to be made available for future use as a module path. The utility 
line issue is somewhat more complicated. Not only is volume required for the growth lines, but also a means of connection to these 
lines. 
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EVA Systems GrolwBCa 
The WAS growth requirement states that "the SSF design shall allow for upgrade to a station-based EVA capability using an 
on-orbit serviceable EMU". Work is being done tkrough the advanced studies program that will trade competing EMU life support 
technologies and candidate c o n f i ~ o n s ,  and identify highly probable growth paths. Potential growth paths include support of an 
on-orbit serviceable high pressure (3500 psia) oxygen system, on-orbit hydride-based heat rejection systems, and data interfaces 
necessary to support automated checkout and servicing of an advanced EMU. 
The minimum impact approach to fulfYling the requirement is to defer installation of the EMUS and the associated support equipment 
and hardware. Volume for this growth equipment needs to be identified and reserved during the baseline design of the airlock. More 
important, however, are the penetrations in the airlock shell and MM/OD shielding that need to be drilled during the initial 
manufacturing process. Several of the growth scar airlock shell penetrations currently exist in the baseline design (i.e., 900 psia 02, 
low pressure Hz supply, 100-200 psia Hz, 120 VDC, and 1553 data bus), but others remain to be baselined (i,e., 62/35 OF cooling 
supply and the cooling return). 





Space Station Freedom Evolution Quotes 
Numerous statements concerning the capability of Space Station Freedom to evolve are 'bekg m d e  bd  k ~ i d e  mcl o~tside the 
agency. Extensive analysis has been performed in support of identifying those resources that are critical for evolution of Freedom, 
and work is currently underway that will determine the follow-on and evolution phase configurations for the station. A considerable 
amount of these studies have been done from outside of the "work package baseline design process". To ensure Space Station 
Freedom retains the capability to evolve, the results of these studies need to be factored into the Level III work that is being done on 
the baseline design. 
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